The Scowles of the Forest of Dean
Archaeology Information Sheet
Forest of Dean iron ore deposits occur in features known locally as scowles, which are the surface
expression of an eroding underground cave system. Ore was removed from the scowles by the early
miners, and after processing, was smelted in small furnaces known as bloomeries (see Archaeology
Information Sheet: The Early Iron Industry in the Forest of Dean). The Forest of Dean Archaeological
Survey team, part of Gloucestershire County Council Archaeology Service, undertook a survey of the
early iron industry in the Forest of Dean between January 2003 and March 2004. The survey was
funded by the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund.
Origins of the word scowle
‘Scowle’ is a word used in the Forest of Dean
to describe landscape features which have
traditionally been interpreted as the surface
remains of iron ore extraction. The most likely
origin of the name is that it comes from the
British word crowll meaning a cave or hollow,
or the Welsh word ysgil meaning a recess. The
antiquity of the word is attested by the name of
Scowles village, which was first recorded as
Scwelle in 1287.
Location of scowles
Scowles occur in a broken ring around the
central part of the Forest of Dean, and are
confined to particular geological outcrops
(Crease Limestone, Lower Dolomite, Drybrook
Limestone and Drybrook Sandstone). This
distribution is a result of how they were formed.
Formation of scowles
Traditionally, scowles have been seen as
entirely man-made features, resulting from the
exploitation of iron ore. However, geological
research has suggested that they originated as
a natural underground cave system which
formed in the Carboniferous Limestones of the
Forest of Dean many millions of years ago.
Uplift and erosion eventually caused this cave
system to became exposed at the surface. Iron
ore, probably derived from run-off of mineralrich solutions from the Carboniferous Coal
Measures of the central Forest area, formed in
the caves and in fissures in the surrounding
limestone. Because the source of the iron
came from iron-rich solutions percolating
downwards through the porous and cavernous
limestone, the amount of ore present in the
rock diminishes with depth. Many scowles
clearly exhibit water-washed surfaces, which
are a reflection of their geological origin.
Types of scowle
The form that scowles take can vary
enormously. The irregular rocky, quarry-like
features that have been subject to varying
amounts of human intervention, such as those
at Puzzle Wood, near Clearwell, are what most
people picture when they think of scowles.
However, many of the features recorded by the
2003-04 survey, which searched the whole of

the geological outcrops where scowles could
be expected, took the form of amorphous
shallow hollows or sub-circular depressions.
Some had mounds of spoil associated with
them, some did not.
Archaeologists do not yet fully understand what
these different types of feature represent.
Clearly the rocky, quarry-like features are
formed by a combination of the exposure of the
early cave system, and the extraction of iron
ore by human intervention.

Scowles at Puzzle Wood

Shallow depressions could be sites where
scowles have been backfilled, or they could
represent subsidence of the ground surface
above old mines or natural caves. Small pits
with mounds of spoil associated with them
probably represent different types of iron ore
extraction in the vicinity of the exposed cave
system, or people prospecting for iron ore away
from the main deposits. Small circular pits
without associated mounds might represent
natural geological features. Further research
into what the different forms of scowle
represent is needed.
Exploitation of iron ore
Dating evidence for when exactly iron ore was
exploited from scowles is rare. A hoard of over
rd
3,000 3 century AD Roman coins found within
scowles at Puzzle Wood is often cited as
evidence for Roman exploitation. Given that
these features are now believed to be largely
geological in origin, such finds cannot be used
as secure dating evidence for the exploitation
of the ore, without knowing the location of the
exact findspot within the scowles. Recent
archaeological research has shown, however,
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that ores with a chemical signature consistent
with the ores from the Forest of Dean were
used to make iron objects dating from the late
prehistoric and Roman periods, proving that
Forest of Dean ore was being exploited over
2,000 years ago. Ore would have been taken
from surface deposits in the exposed cave
system (scowles), and miners would also have
followed the ore underground. An underground
iron mine found during excavations in the
1920s at Lydney Park dates from the later
Roman period.
Processing of iron ore
Iron ore would have been prepared for smelting
(the process of getting metal from the ore) by
crushing and roasting. Smelting of the ore
would have taken place in small charcoal
fuelled furnaces known as bloomeries.
For further information see Archaeology
Information Sheet: The Early Iron Industry in
the Forest of Dean.
Value of scowles
Scowles are significant archaeological features.
Not only were they a source of iron ore, but
they also led the early miners to deeper,
underground deposits of iron ore and ochre
within the cave system of which scowles are
the eroded surface expression. Geologically,
the scowles of the Forest of Dean are almost
unique features, representing a mineralised
type of limestone landscape. Ecologically,
scowles are very important wildlife habitats,
being home to lower plants and ferns, bats and
invertebrates.
Threats to scowles
Although most scowles are in good condition,
the 2003-04 survey identified some sites that
were actively being damaged, and others that
were at risk from identifiable threats.
Dumping of rubbish affected 17% of all scowles
recorded during the 2003-04 survey. The
majority of this was relatively slight ‘fly-tipping’
of rubbish. In more extreme cases, active
backfilling of scowles was observed.

Fly-tipping in a scowle

Vehicle damage affected about 7% of sites,
some of this was accidental damage caused by
woodland management, but more acute
damage occurred in areas that were used by
recreational off-road vehicles.
Management recommendations
Scowles are a finite archaeological, geological
and ecological resource. Their survival is
dependant upon appropriate and sympathetic
management. General recommendations for
the management of scowle sites include:
•
The maintenance of existing landuse,
particularly woodland, where this does not
affect the survival of scowles.
•
Ensuring that any damaging activities are
not permitted, where these can be controlled by
the planning process.
•
Providing information and management
advice to landowners, to encourage them to
manage scowles in a sympathetic manner.
•
Ensuring that all management proposals
for scowles take full account of archaeological,
geological and ecological issues.
Further research
If we are to gain a full understanding of what
the features recorded by the 2003-04 survey
represent archaeologically, more research into
scowles and the underground cave system
which leads from them is needed. This
research is also necessary for achieving an
understanding of the scale of the iron extraction
industry in the years leading up to the
introduction of deep mining and the charcoal
blast furnace in the post-medieval period.

For more information about scowles, the early iron industry, or archaeology in Dean:
Sites and Monuments Record
The results of the 2003-04 Scowles and Associated Iron Industry survey in the Forest of Dean have been added to
the county Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) which is based at Shire Hall in Gloucester. The SMR is a database
of all known archaeological sites in the county. Members of the public can consult the SMR by contacting the SMR
Officer on 01452 425705.
Website
The Archaeology Service website is regularly updated with news about projects and events happening in the region.
www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/archaeology/fod/
Contact the Forest of Dean Archaeology Survey
If you have any questions about archaeology in the Forest of Dean, please contact the survey team on 01452
426245 or email archaeology.fod@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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